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Thaddeus Stevens

Ulysses S.

Grant

Radical Reconstruction

begins. Republican leaders
in Congress like Thaddeus
Stevens call for harsh meas

ures against the South.

Andrew

Johnson

Lincoln is assassi

nated five days
after the war
ends. As the

nation mourns,
the issue of

readmitting
southern states
remains
unresolved.

1 Early Steps to Reunion
2 Radical Reconstruction

3 The South Under Reconstruction

4 The End of Reconstruction

President Abraham

Lincoln proposes a mild
Reconstruction plan for
readmitting southern
states after the Civil War.

Reward poster (left) and chair in
which Lincoln was shot (right)

.CHAPTER Reconstruction and
18 the Changing South

1863-1896

AMERICAN

EVENTS

Presidential Terms: Abraham lincoln 11861-1865 1865-1869 1869-1877*

WORLD

EVENTS

1867 .•
The Dominion of
Canada is formed.

1870 .•
Italy becomes a
unified nation.
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In Plessy v. Ferguson,

the Supreme Court
rules that it is legal
for a state to create

separate facilities for
blacks and whites.

Hayes campaign poster

1881

1881-1885

1885-1889

1889-1893

1893-1897

1897-1901

Rutherford

B. Hayes

1877-1881

James A. Garfield

Chester A.Arthur

Grover Cleveland

Benjamin Harrison

Grover Cleveland

William McKinley

Rutherford B. Hayes
runs against Samuel
Tilden in a disputed
election. In time, Hayes
becomes President and
ends Reconstruction.

The Fifteenth
Amendment is ratified.

It forbids states to deny
citizens the right to vote
because of race.

,
'" ~ 1 -~

One· by one, southern states rejoined the Union after the
Civil War. \

1873 .•.
Slave markets are
abolished in Zanzibar.

.•. 1876
Porfirio Dfaz becomes
the leader of Mexico.
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1863

• lincoln proposes
Ten Percent Plan

•

1865

• Civil War ends

Taking Notes

Copy this flowchart. As
you read, fill in the
boxes with information
about the early years of
Reconstruction. Two
boxes have been com
pleted to help you get
started. Add as many
boxes as you need.

• Why were postwar problems
more severe in the South
than in the North?

• What early steps were taken
toward reconstruction?

• How did the assassination of
lincoln and the inaugura
tion of a new President lead
to conflict?

Reading Focus

1;' Early Steps to'Reunion
Key Terms

freedmen

Reconstruction

Ten Percent Plan

amnesty
Wade-Davis Bill

Freedmen's
Bureau

Thirteenth
Amendment-

~Main Idea After the Civil War, the country had to repair
~the damage done by the fighting and find a way to rebuild.

,(fORi
lOU
RQO

Ai~~UJRuined plantationhouse

Use Prior Knowledge Why
were many southern plantations in
the condition described in the quo
tation by Smedes?

Selling the Scene At the end of the Civil War, the future
looked bleak to many southerners. Susan Dabney Smedes described
the scene facing her father, once a wealthy planter:

" My father had come home to a house stripped of
nearly every article of furniture and to a plantation
stripped of the means of cultivating ... it. A few mules
and one cow were all that were left of the stock. "

-Susan Dabney Smedes, Memorials of a Southern Planter

Across the South, cities and farms lay in ruins. All southerners,
black or white, faced an unfamiliar new world. At the same time, a
shattered nation had to find a way to become whole again.

Postwar Problems
After four years of war, both northerners and southerners had to
adjust to a changed world. The adjustment was far more difficult in
the South.

The Victorious North Despite their victory, northerners faced a
number of economic problems. Some 800,000 returning Union sol
diers needed jobs. The government was canceling its war orders, and
factories were laying off workers. Still, the North's economic disrup
tion was only temporary. Boom times quickly returned.

The North lost more soldiers in the war than the South did.
However, only a few battles had taken place on northern soil.
Northern farms and cities were hardly touched. One returning Union
soldier remarked, "It seemed as if I had been away only a day or
two, and had just taken up where I had left off."

The Defeated South Confederate soldiers had little chance of
taking up where they had left off. In some areas, every house, barn,
and bridge had been destroyed. Two thirds of the South's railroad
tracks had been turned into twisted heaps of scrap. The cities of
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Columbia, Richmond, and Atlanta had been
leveled.

The war wrecked the South's financial
system. After the war, Confederate money
was worthless. People who had loaned
money to the Confederacy were never
repaid. Many southern banks closed, and
depositors lost their savings.

The war changed southern society for
ever. Almost overnight, there was a new
class of nearly four million people known as
freedmen-men and women who had been
slaves. Under slavery, they had been forbid
den to own property and to learn to read
and write. What would become of them?
How could the South cope with this sudden,
drastic change?

Early Steps Toward
Reconstruction
President Lincoln was worried about
Reconstruction, or the rebuilding of the
South. He wanted to make it fairly easy for
southerners to rejoin the Union. The sooner
the nation was reunited, Lincoln believed, the
faster the South would be able to rebuild.

Lincoln's Reconstruction Plan As early
as 1863, Lincoln outlined his Ten Percent Plan for Reconstruction.
Under this plan, a southern state could form a new government after
10 percent of its voters swore an oath of loyalty to the United States.
The new government had to abolish slavery. Voters could then elect
members of Congress and take part in the national government once
agam.

Lincoln's plan also offered amnesty, or a government pardon, to
Confederates who swore loyalty to the Union. Amnesty would not
apply to the former leaders of the Confederacy, however.

A Rival Proposal Many Republicans in Congress felt that the Ten
Percent Plan was too generous toward the South. In 1864, they
passed the Wade-Davis Bill, a rival plan for Reconstruction. It
required a majority of white men in each southern state to swear loy
alty to the Union. It also denied the right to vote or hold office to
anyone who had volunteered to fight for the Confederacy. Lincoln
refused to sign the Wade-Davis Bill because he felt it was too harsh.

The Freedmen's Bureau Congress and the President did agree on
one proposal. One month before Lee surrendered, Congress passed a
bill creating the Freedmen's Bureau, a government agency to help
former slaves. Lincoln signed the bill.

The Freedmen's Bureau gave food and clothing to former slaves.
It also tried to find jobs for freedmen. The bureau helped poor whites
as well. It provided medical care for more than one million people.

Viewing History

Richmond
in Ruins
After the Civil

War, some of
the South's most important cities
lay in ruins. This picture shows the
devastation in Richmond, Virginia.
Drawing Conclusions What
effect do you think this kind of dev
astation had on southerners?
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MAG A Z IN E HISTORY HAPPENED HERE

Ford's Theatre
On April 74, 7865, John Wilkes
Booth crept into Abraham Lincoln's
box at Ford's Theatre. As the Presi

dent watched the comedy Our
American Cousin, Booth shot him.

Today, park rangers at the restored
theatre recount the story of the
tragic assassination. You can visit a
museum devoted to Lincoln's

death-and even attend a play.

@ Take It to the NET
Virtual Field Trip For an interac
tive look at Ford's Theatre, visit
The American Nation section of

www.phschool.com.

One of the bureau's most important tasks was to set up schools
for freedmen. Most of the teachers were volunteers, often women,
from the North. Grandparents and grandchildren sat side by side in
the classroom. Charlotte Forten, an African American volunteer
from Philadelphia, wrote:

" It is wonderful how a people who have been so long
crushed to the earth ... can have so great a desire for
knowledge, and such a capacity for attaining it. "

-Charlotte Forten, article in the Atlantic Monthly

The Freedmen's Bureau laid the foundation for the South's pub
lic school system. It also created colleges for African Americans,
including Howard, Morehouse, and Fisk. Many of the graduates of
these schools became teachers themselves. By the 1870s, African
Americans were teaching in grade schools throughout the South.

Lincoln Is Assassinated
President Lincoln hoped to persuade Congress to accept his
Reconstruction plan. However, he never got the chance.

On April 14, 1865, just five days after Lee's surrender, the
President attended a play at Ford's Theatre in Washington, D.C.
A popular actor from the South, John Wilkes Booth, crept into the
President's box and shot Lincoln in the head. Lincoln died the
next morning. Booth was later caught and killed in a barn outside
the city.
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The nation was plunged into grief. Millions who had been cele
brating the war's end now mourned Lincoln's death. "Now he belongs
to the ages," commented Secretary of War Edwin Stanton.

The New President
Vice President Andrew Johnson was now President. Johnson had
represented Tennessee in Congress. When his state seceded, Johnson
had remained loyal to the Union.

Johnson's Plan Republicans in Congress believed Johnson would
support a strict Reconstruction plan. But his plan was much milder
than expected. It called for a majority of voters in each southern
state to pledge loyalty to the United States. Each state also had to
ratify the Thirteenth Amendment, which Congress had approved in
January 1865. It banned slavery throughout the nation. (As you read,
the Emancipation Proclamation did not free slaves in states loyal to
the Union.)

Congress Rebels The southern states quickly met Johnson's con
ditions. As a result, the President approved their new state govern
ments in late 1865.Voters in the South then elected representatives
to Congress. Many of those elected had held office in the
Confederacy. For example, Alexander Stephens, the former vice
president of the Confederacy, was elected senator from Georgia.

Republicans in Congress were outraged. The men who had led
the South out of the Union were being elected to the House and
Senate. Also, no southern state allowed African Americans to vote.

When the new Congress met, Republicans refused to let south
ern representatives take their seats. Instead, they set up a Joint
Committee on Reconstruction to form a new plan for the South. The
stage was set for a showdown between Congress and the President.

Involuntary Servitude
The Thirteenth Amendment banned
not only slavery but also "involun
tary servitude" anywhere in the
United States. Today,this provision
helps the government combat new
forms of forced labor.

In one case, farm workers were
smuggled into the United States in
a van. During the three-day trip,
they were not allowed to leave the
van even for food or bathroom
breaks. Then, they were forced by
threats of violence to work for their
captors to payoff their smuggling
fees. The youngest of the victims
was 13years old. In 2000,new
laws made it unlawful to hold a
person in a "condition of slavery."
The government set up a National
Worker Exploitation Complaint Line
to report such violations of the
Thirteenth Amendment.

Why do you think Congress
wanted the Thirteenth
Amendment to apply to all
people, not just citizens?

~* Section 1 Assessment * * "*AntR
YOU
RlAD

Recall
1. Identify Explain the signifi

cance of (a) Reconstruction,
(b)Ten Percent Plan, (c) Wade
Davis Bill, (d) Freedmen's
Bureau, (e) John Wilkes Booth,
(f) Andrew Johnson,
(g)Thirteenth Amendment.

2. Define (a) freedmen,
(b) amnesty.

Comprehension
3. Describe two problems faced by

the South after the Civil War.

4. What early Reconstruction
measure did Lincoln and

Congress agree upon?

5. Why did Republicans in
Congress oppose Johnson's
Reconstruction plan?

Critical Thinking and Writing
6. Exploring the Main Idea

Review the Main Idea statement

at the beginning of this section.
Then, write a letter to President
Lincoln supporting or opposing
his Reconstruction plan.

7. Drawing Inferences One
teacher said that freedmen "will
starve themselves in order to
send their children to school:'

Write a paragraph explaining
why you think education meant
so much to the freedmen.

Take It to the NET

Conducting an
Interview Use the Internet
to find out more about the
assassination of Lincoln.

With a partner, act out an
interview between a

reporter and a witness to
the event. Visit The
American Nation section of

www.phschool.com for help
in completing the activity.

,....J ~.



Learning how to solve problems is an important skill for both citizens and govern
ment leaders. Just as the solutions to problems of the past affect the present, the
solutions you choose today will have consequences in the future.

African American writer W.E.B. DuBois de

scribed some of the problems faced by the
Freedmen's Bureau:

As it set up new schools throughout the South,
the Freedmen's Bureau faced the problem of
finding enough teachers for so many eager new
students.

PROBLEM:Needed

Alternative 1:

Alternative 2:

Raisemoneyfrom

Payfor programswith
federal taxes

private contributions

PROS:

CONS:PROS:CONS:-- ------
•

•••

•

•••

•

•••"Here, at a stroke of the pen, wa~
erected a government of millions of
men,-and not ordinary men,
either, but black men (weakened) by a

peculiarly complete system of slavery,
centuries old; and noW, suddenly,
violently, they come into a neW
birthright, at a time of war and pas-
sion, in the midst of the stricken, em
bittered population of their former
masters. Any man might well have
hesitated to assume charge of such a
work, with vast responsibilities, indefi
nite powers, and limited resources ...
for Congress had appropriated no
money for salaries and expenses."

_W.E.B. DuBois,"TheFreedmen'sBureau"

Learn the Skill To learn problem-solving skills, use
the following steps:

1. Identify the problem. State the problem you
want to solve as simply and completely as
possible.

2. List possible solutions. There is usually more
than one way to solve a problem. Identify your
alternatives.

3. Review the alternatives. What resources would
be needed to implement the solution? What
would the consequences be?

4. Choose a course of action. Decide how you will
resolve the problem.

Practice the Skill Use the information above to
answer the following questions:

1. According to DuBois what was one problem that
the Freedmen's Bureau faced?

2. (a) What two alternatives are shown on the chart?
(b) Can you think of a third alternative? Explain.

3. (a) What might be some of the pros and cons of
Alternative 1? (b) What might be some of the pros
and cons of Alternative 2?

4. What solution to the problem would you have
favored? Why?

Apply the Skill See the Chapter Review and
Assessment.
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RISE OF RADICAL
REPUBLICANS

-0

Taking Notes

Copy the chart below. As you
read, complete the chart to show
some of the effects of the rise of
Radical Republicans in Congress.
Add as many boxes as you need.

Congress
passes

Fourteenth
Amendment

Key Terms

black codes

Radical Republican

Fourteenth Amendment

Radical Reconstruction

Reconstruction Act

impeach

Fifteenth Amendment

2 R"adicalReconstruction
Reading Focus

• How did Congress react to
the passage of black codes
in the South?

• How did Radical
Republicans gain power in
Congress?

• Why was President Johnson
impeached?

.
Main Idea Angered by the South's response to President
1ohnson's Reconstruction program, Republicans in Congress
put in place a harsher plan.

SeUing the Scene In New Orleans, Confederate flags were
being sold in the streets. In Mississippi, the governor refused to fly
the American flag over the state capitol. Many southerners were
singing, "I'm a good old rebel, that's what I am I And I don't want no
pardon for anything I done." Hearing such reports in 1866,
Republicans decided to take harsh measures against the South.

Black Codes Anger Congress
After the war, most southern states promptly ratified the Thirteenth
Amendment. However, southern legislatures also passed black
codes, laws that severely limited the rights of freedmen.

Rights and Restrictions The black codes did grant some rights.
For example, African Americans could marry legally and own some
kinds of property. Still, the codes were clearly meant to keep freed
men from gaining political or economic power.

Black codes forbade freedmen to vote, own guns, or serve on
juries. In some states, African Americans were permitted to work
only as servants or farm laborers. In others, they had to sign con
tracts for a year's work. Those without contracts could be arrested
and sentenced to work on a plantation.

Congress Reacts Republicans charged that Johnson's lenient
Reconstruction plan had encouraged southern legislatures to pass
the black codes. Republicans were also outraged by reports of vio
lence against freedmen. In 1866, angry whites burned homes, church
es, and schoolhouses in a black section of Memphis, Tennessee. More
than 40 African Americans were killed. Similar riots broke out in
New Orleans when freedmen met to support the right to vote.

A report by the Joint Committee on Reconstruction accused the
South of trying to "preserve slavery ... as long as possible." When
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Plan Ten Percent PlanWade-Davis BillJohnson PlanReconstruction Act

Proposed by

President AbrahamRepublicans inPresident AndrewRadical Republicans
Lincoln (1863)

Congress (1864)Johnson (1865)(1867)

Conditions

• 10 percent of voters• Majority of white• Majority of white• Must disband state

for Former

must swear loyaltymen must swearmen must sweargovernments
to Union

loyaltyloyalty
Confederate

• Must write new
• Must abolish

• Former Confederate• Must ratifyconstitutions
States to slavery

volunteers cannotThirteenth
• Must ratifyRejoin Union

vote or hold officeAmendmentFourteenth
• Former Confederate

Amendment
officials may vote

• African Americanand hold office men must be
allowed to vote

In the early years of
Reconstruction, federal lead
ers debated several plans for
readmitting southern states
to the Union.

1. Comprehension
(a) Identify one similarity
between the Wade-Davis
Bill and President
Johnson's plan. (b) Identify
one difference.

2. Critical Thinking
Evaluating Information
Which of the plans shown
here seems to be the
harshest toward the
South? Explain.

CivicS.

President Johnson ignored the report, members of Congress called
Radical Republicans vowed to take control of Reconstruction.

Rise of the Radicals
The Radicals were led by Thaddeus Stevens of Pennsylvania in the
House and Charles Sumner of Massachusetts in the Senate. Radical
Republicans had two main goals. First, they wanted to break the
power of wealthy planters who had long ruled the South. Second,
they wanted to ensure that freedmen received the right to vote.

Republican Control Radicals needed the support of moderate
Republicans, the largest group in Congress. Moderates and Radicals
disagreed on many issues, but they shared a strong political motive.
Most southerners were Democrats. With southerners barred from
Congress, Republicans could control both houses.

To combat the black codes, Congress passed the Civil Rights Act
in April 1866. It gave citizenship to African Americans. When
Johnson vetoed the bill, Congress overrode the veto.

Fourteenth Amendment Republicans feared that the Supreme
Court might use its power of judicial review to declare the Civil
Rights Act unconstitutional. In the Dred Scott decision of 1857,the
Court had ruled that African Americans were not citizens.

To avoid a similar ruling, Republicans proposed the Fourteenth
Amendment. It defined citizens as "all persons born or naturalized
in the United States." (The amendment did not apply to most Native
Americans.) It guaranteed citizens "equal protection of the laws"
and forbade states to "deprive any person of life, liberty, or proper
ty without due process of law." Thus, states could not legally dis
criminate against a citizen on unreasonable grounds, such as race.

Under the Fourteenth Amendment, any state that denied anymale
citizen age 21 or older the right to vote would have its representation
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in Congress reduced. Republicans believed that freedmen would be
able to defend their rights if they could vote.

Republicans hoped the amendment would secure basic political
rights for African Americans in the South. That goal would take a
century to achieve. In the 1950s, the Fourteenth Amendment
became a powerful tool in the struggle for citizenship rights.

Radicals in Power
President Johnson encouraged former Confederate states to reject
the Fourteenth Amendment. He also decided to make the amend
ment an issue in the 1866 congressional elections.

Election of 1866 Across the North, Johnson urged voters to reject
the Radicals. When a heckler yelled for Johnson to hang Jefferson
Davis, Johnson shouted, "Why not hang Thad Stevens?" Many north
erners criticized the President for losing his temper.

In July, white mobs in New Orleans killed 34 African Americans.
The violence convinced many northerners that stronger measures
were needed. In the end, the elections were a disaster for Johnson.
Republicans won majorities in both houses of Congress.

The Radical Program In 1867, Republicans in Congress prepared
to take charge of Reconstruction. With huge majorities in both
houses, Congress could easily override a veto. The period that fol
lowed is often called Radical Reconstruction.

Congress passed the first Reconstruction Act in March 1867. It
threw out the state governments that had refused to ratify the
Fourteenth Amendment-all the former Confederate states except
Tennessee. The act also divided the South into five military districts.
Army commanders were given broad powers to enforce Reconstruction.
Many southerners bitterly resented the imposition of military rule.

To rejoin the Union, former Confederate states had to write new
constitutions and ratify the Fourteenth Amendment. The
Reconstruction Act also required that southern states allow African
Americans to vote.

With the new constitutions in place, reconstructed states held
elections to set up new state governments. Former Confederate offi
cials were barred from voting. Many other white southerners stayed
away from the polls in protest. Protected by the army, freedmen
proudly exercised their new right to vote. As a result, Republicans
gained control of all of the new southern state governments.

Impeachment and a New President
Congress passed other Reconstruction acts over Johnson's veto. As
President, Johnson had a duty to execute the new laws. However,
Johnson did what he could to limit their effect. He fired several
military commanders who supported Radical Reconstruction.
Republicans in Congress decided to remove Johnson from office.

Trial On February 24, 1868, the House of Representatives voted to
impeach, or bring formal charges against, Johnson. According to the
Constitution, the House may impeach a President for "treason,

Primary Source
The Impeachment of
Andrew Johnson

At the impeachment trial of
President Johnson, Senator James

Grimes of Iowa voted against con

viction. Here, he explains why:
"Nor can I suffer my judgment of
the law governing this case to be
influenced by political considera
tions. I cannot agree to destroy the
harmonious working of the
Constitution for the sake of getting
rid of an unacceptable President.
Whatever may be my opinion of
[Johnson], I cannot consent to tri
fle with the high office he holds. I
can do nothing which, by implica
tion, may be [seen as] an approval
of impeachment as a part of future
political machinery."
-James Grimes, quoted in Trial of

Andrew Johnson (Poore)

Analyzing Primary Sources
Write a sentence summarizing
the main reason that Grimes
voted against the removal of
President Johnson.
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~~~uJ Us~ Prior KnowledgeReviewwhatyouhave
learnedaboutUlyssesS. Grant.
WhywouldRepublicansfindhim
an attractivecandidate?

bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors." The President is
removed from office if found guilty by two thirds of the Senate.

During Johnson's trial, it became clear that he was not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors. Even Charles Sumner, Johnson's bit
ter foe, admitted that the charges were "political in character."

Despite intense pressure, seven Republican senators refused to
vote for conviction. The Constitution, they said, did not allow
Congress to remove a President just because they disagreed with
him. In the end, the vote was 35 to 19-one vote shy of the two thirds
needed to convict.

A New President Johnson served out the few remaining months of
his term. In 1868, Republicans nominated the Union's greatest war
hero, Ulysses S. Grant, for President.

By election day, most southern states had rejoined the Union. As
Congress demanded, the southern governments allowed African
American men to vote. About 500,000 blacks voted-nearly all of
them for Grant. He easily won the election.

Fifteenth Amendment In 1869, Congress proposed the Fifteenth
Amendment. It forbade any state to deny any citizen the right to
vote because of "race, color, or previous condition of servitude."

Republicans had moral and political reasons for supporting the
Fifteenth Amendment. They remembered the great sacrifices made by
African American soldiers in the Civil War. They also felt it was wrong
to let African Americans vote in the South but not in the North. In addi

tion, Republicans knew that if African Americans could vote in the
North, they would help Republicans win elections there.

The Fifteenth Amendment was ratified in 1870. At last, all
African American men over age 21 had the right to vote.

Afltl
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Recall
1. Identify Explain the signifi

cance of (a) Radical
Republicans, (blThaddeus
Stevens, (c) Charles Sumner,
(d) Fourteenth Amendment,
(e) Radical Reconstruction,
(f) Reconstruction Act,
(g) Fifteenth Amendment.

2. Define (a) black codes,
(b) impeach.

Comprehension
3. Why did the black codes anger

Republicans in Congress?
4. How did Radical Republicans

win control of Congress?

5. Why did Congress impeach
President Johnson?

Critical Thinking and Writing
6. Exploring the Main Idea

Review the Main Idea statement
at the beginning of this section.
Then, write two sentences eval
uating the Reconstruction Act
one from Andrew Johnson's
viewpoint, the other from a
Radical Republican's viewpoint.

7. Supporting a Point of View
Write a note from one member
of Congress to another explain
ing why you think the
Fourteenth or Fifteenth
Amendment is necessary.

Drawing a Political
Cartoon Draw a political
cartoon that might have
appeared during the con
gressional elections of
1866.Your cartoon should
express a point of view
about the conflict between
Radical Republicans and
the President over control
of Reconstruction.
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" ... No State shall make or
enforce any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immu_
nities of citizens of the United

States; nor shall any State de

prive any person of life, liberty,
or property, Without due

process of law; nor deny to any
person Within its jurisdiction the
eqUal protection of the laws."

-FoUrteenth Amendment

Reed v. Reed

The Supreme Court strikes down an Idaho
law giving men automatic preference over
women in certain situations. The Court

rules that equal protection means that
men and women must be treated equally
before the law.

Gideon v. Wainwright
The Supreme Court rules
that due process means
that all people accused of
a crime have the right to an
attorney. If a person cannot
afford an attorney, the state
must provide one for her or
him.

Connecting With ...

Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka
The Supreme Court rules that hav
ing separate schools for white and
black students discriminates

against African Americans and is a
violation of equal protection. The
ruling ends school segregation and
becomes a landmark in the fight for
equal rights.

The Fourteenth Amendment was originally intended to grant
citizenship to former slaves and to ensure their rights. As soci
ety changed, the Court's interpretation of the Fourteenth
Amendment changed as well.

Lochner v. New York

The Supreme Court strikes down a law
regulating working hours. The Court
rules that equal protection means that
employers have the right to make con
tracts with workers freely. This ruling is
later reversed.



3, The South Under Reconstruction

Main Idea Reconstruction governments tried to rebuild
the South despite sometimes fierce opposition.

I. New Forces in Southern
Politics
A. White southern

Republicans
1. Opposed secession
2.

B. Northerners
1.
2.

C.

II. Conservatives Resist
A.
B.

Taking Notes

As you read, prepare an outline of
this section. Use roman numerals
to indicate the major headings,
capital letters
for the sub
headings, and
numbers for
the supporting
details. The
sample at right
will help you
get started.

Key Terms

scalawag

carpetbagger

Conservatives

Ku Klux Klan

sharecropper

Reading Focus

• What groups of people
made up the new forces in
southern politics?

• How did southern
Conservatives resist
Reconstruction?

• What challenges did Recon
struction governments face?

• How did many southerners
become locked into a cycle
of poverty?

Meeting of a
southern legislature

Visualize Picture the scene as

freedmen crowded in to watch the

debate. How would you describe
the mood?

SeUing the Scene White superintendents in Virginia's tobacco
factories were puzzled. Suddenly, many of their black workers were
absent from their jobs. White households experienced the same
problem. With their servants missing, they were forced "to cook their
own dinners or content themselves with a cold lunch."

What was going on? In 1867, as southern states began writing
new constitutions, African American delegates took an active part.
On days when important issues were debated, freedmen from all
around flocked to watch. In Alabama, a political convention of
freedmen declared, "We claim exactly the same rights, privileges
and immunities as are enjoyed by white men."

Before the CivilWar,a small group of rich planters had dominated
southern politics. During Reconstruction, however, new groups tried
to reshape southern politics.

New Forces in Southern Politics
The state governments created during Radical Reconstruction were
different from any governments the South had known before. The
old leaders had lost much of their influence. Three groups stepped
in to replace them.

White Southern Republicans Some white southerners supported
the new Republican governments. Many were businesspeople who
had opposed secession in 1860.They wanted to forget the war and get
on with rebuilding the South.

Many whites in the South felt that any southerner who helped
the Republicans was a traitor. They called the white southern
Republicans scalawags, a word used for small, scruffy horses.

Northerners Northerners who came to the South after the war
were another important force. White southerners accused the new
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arrivals of hoping to get rich from the South's misery. Southerners
claimed that these northerners were in such a hurry they had time
only to fling a few clothes into cheap suitcases, or carpetbags. As a
result, they became known as carpetbaggers.

In fact, northerners went south for various reasons. A few did
hope to profit as the South was being rebuilt. Many more, however,
were Union soldiers who had grown to love the South's rich land.
Others, both white and black, were teachers, ministers, and reform
ers who sincerely wanted to help the freedmen.

African Americans African Americans were the third major new
group in southern politics. Before the war, they had no voice in
southern government. During Reconstruction, they not only voted in
large numbers, but they also ran for and were elected to public office
in the South. African Americans became sheriffs, mayors, and legis
lators in the new state and local governments. Sixteen African
Americans were elected to Congress between 1869 and 1880.

TwoAfrican Americans, both representing Mississippi, served in
the Senate. Hiram Revels, a clergyman and teacher, became the
nation's first black senator in 1870. He completed the unfinished
term of former Confederate president Jefferson Davis. In 1874,
Blanche K. Bruce became the first African American to serve a full
term in the Senate.

Freedmen had less political influence than many whites claimed,
however.Only in South Carolina did African Americans win a majority
in one house of the state legislature. No state elected a black governor.

Conservatives Resist
Most white southerners who had held power before the Civil War
resisted Reconstruction. These Conservatives resented the changes
imposed by Congress and enforced by the military. They wanted the
South to change as little as possible. Conservatives were willing to
let African Americans vote and hold a few offices. Still, they were
determined that real power would remain in the hands of whites.

A few wealthy planters tried to force African Americans back
onto plantations. Many small farmers and laborers wanted the gov
ernment to take action against freedmen, who now competed with
them for land and power.

Most of these white southerners were Democrats. They declared
war on anyone who cooperated with the Republicans. "This is a
white man's country," declared one southern senator, "and white
men must govern it."

Spreading Terror Some white southerners formed secret societies
to help them regain power. The most dangerous was the Ku Klux
Klan, or KKK.The Klan worked to keep African Americans and white
Republicans out of office.

Dressed in white robes and hoods to hide their identities,
Klansmen rode at night to the homes of African American voters,
shouting threats and burning wooden crosses. When threats did not
work, the Klan turned to violence. Klan members murdered hun
dreds of African Americans and their white allies.

Hiram Revels was born to free par
ents in North Carolina. Yet, he had to
learn to read in secret because the
law banned education for free

blacks as well as slaves. Moving
north, he became a minister and
educator with the African Methodist

Episcopal Church. He recalled, "I
was imprisoned in Missouri in 1854,
for preaching the gospel to
Negroes, though 1 was never sub
jected to violence." During the Civil
War, he helped recruit the first two
black regiments in Maryland. This
life of service paved the way for
Revels to become the first African
American in the Senate.

How might his previous expe
rience have prepared Hiram
Revels for service in the
Senate?
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The Ku Klux Klan
The KKK used terror and
violence to keep African
Americans from voting.
Northern cartoonist
Thomas Nast attacked the
Klan and other secret soci
eties in this cartoon.

1.Comprehension
Identify two Klan activities
shown in this cartoon.

2. Understanding Main
Ideas How does Nast
show the impact of the
Ku Klux Klan and similar
groups on African
Americans?

3. Critical Thinking
Identifying a Point
of View What details in
this cartoon show Nast's
view of the Ku Klux Klan?

Congress Responds Many moderate southerners condemned the
violence of the Klan. Yet, they could do little to stop the Klan's reign
of terror. Freedmen turned to the federal government for help. In
Kentucky, African American voters wrote to Congress:

" We believe you are not familiar with the Ku Klux
Klan's riding nightly over the country spreading terror
wherever they go by robbing, whipping, and killing our
people without provocation. "

- Records ofthe U.S. Senate, April 11, 1871

In 1870, Congress made it a crime to use force to keep people
from voting. Although Klan activities decreased, the threat of vio
lence remained. Some African Americans continued to vote and hold
office, but others were frightened away from the ballot box.

The Challenge of Rebuilding
Despite political problems, Reconstruction governments tried to
rebuild the South. They built public schools for both black and white
children. Many states gave women the right to own property. In addi
tion, Reconstruction governments rebuilt railroads, telegraph lines,
bridges, and roads. Between 1865 and 1879, the South put down
7,000 miles of railroad track.

Rebuilding cost money. Before the war, southerners paid low taxes.
Reconstruction governments raised taxes sharply. This created dis
content among many southern whites.

Southerners were further angered by widespread corruption in
the Reconstruction governments. One state legislature, for example,
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voted $1,000 to cover a member's bet on a horse race. Other items
billed to the state included hams, perfume, and a coffin.

Corruption was not limited to the South. After the Civil War, dis
honesty plagued northern governments, as well. Most southern
officeholders, however, served their states honestly.

A Cycle of Poverty
In the first months after the war, freedmen left the plantations on
which they had lived and worked. They found few opportunities,
however.

"Nothing but Freedom" Some Radical Republicans talked about
giving each freedman "40 acres and a mule." Thaddeus Stevens sug
gested breaking up big plantations and distributing the land. Most
Americans opposed the plan, however. In the end, former slaves
received-in the words of a freedman-"nothing but freedom."

Through hard work or good luck, some freedmen were able to
become landowners. Most, however, had little choice but to return to
where they had lived in slavery. At the same time, some large
planters found themselves with land but nobody to work it.

Sharecropping During Reconstruction, many freedmen and poor
whites went to work on the large plantations. These sharecroppers
rented and farmed a plot of land. Planters provided seed, fertilizer,
and tools in return for a share of the crop at harvest time. To many
freedmen, sharecropping offered a measure of independence. Many
hoped to own their own land one day.

In fact, most sharecroppers and small landowners became locked
in a cycle of poverty. Each spring, they received supplies on credit.
In the fall, they had to repay what they had borrowed. If the harvest
did not cover what they owed, they sank deeper into debt. Many
farmers lost their land and became sharecroppers themselves.

[~'fO\)] Draw Inferences What: tun doesthe phrase"cycle of
poverty"suggestto you?

'r,
READ

Recall
1. Identify Explain the signifi

cance of (a) Hiram Revels,
(b) Blanche K. Bruce, (c) Con
servatives, (d) Ku Klux Klan.

2. Define (a) scalawag, (b) car
petbagger, (c) sharecropper.

Comprehension
3. What role did freedmen play in

Reconstruction governments?
4. What was the goal of groups

like the Ku Klux Klan?
5. Describe two economic prob

lems faced by Reconstruction
governments in the South.

6. Why did many farmers become
sharecroppers?

Critical Thinking and Writing
7. Exploring the Main Idea

Review the Main Idea statement
at the beginning of this section.
Then, list two accomplishments
of Reconstruction governments.
Evaluate the impact of each on
the South.

8. Making Decisions If you had
been an African American dur
ing Reconstruction, would you
have tried to vote despite
threats? Write a paragraph
explaining your reasons.

Writing a Welcoming
Speech You are a
Republican member of
Congress in 1870. You have
been asked to write a brief
speech welcoming one of
the first African Americans
elected to the House of
Representatives. Your
speech should highlight
the importance of this
occasion.
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••..•...Main Idea When the North lost interest in protecting
~the goals of Reconstruction, the era came to an end.

4 The End 01 Reconstruction

AFTERMATH OF
RECONSTRUCTION

Taking Notes

Copy the concept web below. As you
read, fill in the blank ovals with informa
tion about the aftermath of Reconstruc
tion. Add as many ovals as you need.

Key Terms

poll tax

literacy test

grandfather clause

segregation

Jim Crow laws

Plessy v. Ferguson

"New South"

Reading Focus
• What events led to the end

of Reconstruction?

• How were the rights of
African Americans re
stricted in the South after
Reconstruction?

• What industries flourished
in the "New South"?

'EfOI£
lOU
'£AD

rlS~U J Frederick DouglassUse Prior Knowledge
What have you already learned
about Frederick Douglass?

Setting the Scene Americans flocked to the great Centennial
Exposition held in Philadelphia in 1876. Fairgoers gazed at the lat
est wonders of modern industry-the elevator, a giant steam engine,
and the telephone ("Of what use is such an invention?" asked the
New York Tribune).

At the opening ceremony, Frederick Douglass was invited to sit
on the platform. But when the famed abolitionist tried to take his
place, a policeman barred the way.The officer could not believe that
a black man belonged on stage. Finally, a United States Senator per
suaded the policeman to let Douglass pass.

By 1876, Americans were looking ahead to a bright future. Eager
to put the past behind them, many northerners lost interest in
Reconstruction. For African Americans in the South, the end of
Reconstruction meant a slow erosion of their hard-won rights.

The End of Reconstruction
By the 1870s, Radical Republicans were losing power. Many north
erners grew weary of trying to reform the South. It was time to let
southerners run their own governments, they said-even if it meant
that African Americans in the South might lose their rights.

Radicals in Decline Disclosure of widespread corruption also hurt
Republicans. President Grant had appointed many friends to gov
ernment offices. Some used their position to steal large sums of
money from the government. Grant won reelection in 1872, but many
northerners lost faith in Republicans and their policies.

Congress passed the Amnesty Act in 1872. It restored the right to
vote to nearly all white southerners. They voted solidly Democratic.
At the same time, threats of violence kept many African Americans
from voting. By 1876, only three southern states-South Carolina,
Florida, and Tennessee-remained under Republican control.
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Election of 1876 The end of Reconstruction came with the elec
tion of 1876. The Democrats nominated Samuel Tilden, governor of
New York, for President. The Republicans chose Ohio governor
Rutherford B. Hayes. Both candidates vowed to fight corruption.

Tilden won the popular vote. However, he had only 184 electoral
votes, one short of the number needed to win. The outcome of the
election hung on 20 disputed votes. All but one came from the three
southern states still controlled by Republicans.

As inauguration day drew near, the nation still had no one to
swear in as President. Congress set up a special commission to settle
the crisis. The commission, made up mostly of Republicans, decided
to give all the disputed electoral votes to Hayes.

Southern Democrats could have fought the decision. Hayes, how
ever, had privately agreed to end Reconstruction. Once in office, he
removed all remaining federal troops from Louisiana, South
Carolina, and Florida. Reconstruction was over.

Impact of Reconstruction Reconstruction had a deep and lasting
impact on southern politics. White southerners had bitter memories of
Radical Republican policies and military rule. For the next hundred
years, the South remained a stronghold of the Democratic party. At the
same time, black southerners steadily lost most of their political rights.

Restricted Rights
As Conservatives tightened their grip on southern governments,
states found new ways to keep African Americans from exercising
their rights. Many of these laws restricted the right to vote.

PACIFIC
OCEAN

--~-------
~30oN

The 1876 presidential election
hinged on the disputed votes
of three southern states.

Although Samuel Tilden won
the popular vote, Rutherford
B. Hayes was declared the
winner of the election.

1. Location On the map,
locate (a) Florida,
(b) Louisiana, (e) South
Carolina.

2. Regions Which candidate
carried the southern states
where the vote was not
disputed?

3. Critical Thinking Drawing
Inferences Based on this
map, do you think the Civil
War ended sectionalism in
the United States? Explain.

DHayes, Republican

Tilden, Democrat

DDisputed results

PERCENTAGE
POPULAR VOTE

PERCENTAGE
ELECTORAL VOTE



A Port in
the New
South
After Recon

struction, the economy of the
South slowly began to recover.
This print, made in the 1870s,
shows the port of Shreveport,
Louisiana. Analyzing
Information How does this

picture suggest that the South was
recovering from the effects of the
war?

Voting Restrictions Over time, many southern states passed poll
taxes, requiring voters to pay a fee each time they voted. As a result,
poor freedmen could rarely afford to vote. States also imposed
literacy tests that required voters to read and explain a section
of the Constitution. Since most freedmen had little education, such
tests kept them away from the polls.

Many poor whites could not pass the literacy test. To increase the
number of white voters, states passed grandfather clauses. These
laws stated that if a voter's father or grandfather had been eligible
to vote on January 1, 1867, the voter did not have to take a literacy
test. Since no African Americans in the South could vote before
1868, grandfather clauses ensured that only white men could vote.

Segregation After 1877, segregation, or legal separation of races,
became the law of the South. Laws separated blacks and whites in
schools, restaurants, theaters, trains, streetcars, playgrounds, hospi
tals, and even cemeteries. These Jim Crow laws, as they were
known, trapped southern blacks in a hopeless situation. Louisiana
novelist George Washington Cable described segregation as:

" A system of oppression so rank that nothing could
make it seem small except the fact that [African Ameri
cans] had already been ground under it for a century
and a half. "

- George Washington Cable, "The Freedman's Case in Equity"

African Americans brought lawsuits to challenge segregation. In
1896, in the case of Plessy v. Ferguson, the Supreme Court ruled
that segregation was legal so long as facilities for blacks and whites
were equal. In fact, facilities were rarely equal. For example, south
ern states spent much less on schools for blacks than for whites.

Despite such setbacks, the Constitution now recognized African
Americans as citizens. Laws passed during Reconstruction-especially
the Fourteenth Amendment-would become the basis of the civil
rights movement almost 100 years later.
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Industry in the "New South"
During Reconstruction, the South made some progress toward
rebuilding its economy. Cotton production, long the basis of the
South's economy, slowly recovered. By 1880, planters were growing
as much cotton as they had in 1860.

A new generation of southern leaders worked to expand the
economy. In stirring speeches, Atlanta journalist Henry Grady
described a "New South" that used its vast natural resources to
build up its own industry instead of depending on the North.

Agricultural Resources In 1880, the entire South still produced
fewer finished textiles than Massachusetts. In the next decade, more
and more communities started building textile mills to turn cotton
into cloth.

The tobacco industry also grew. In North Carolina, James Duke
used new machinery to revolutionize the manufacture of tobacco
products. Duke's American Tobacco Company eventually controlled
90 percent of the nation's tobacco industry.

New Industries The South also tapped its mineral resources. With
its large deposits of iron ore and coal, Alabama became a center of
the steel industry. Oil refineries sprang up in Louisiana and Texas.
Other states produced copper, granite, and marble.

By the 1890s, many northern forests had been cut down. The
southern yellow pine competed with the northwestern white pine as
a lumber source. Southern factories turned out cypress shingles and
hardwood furniture.

The South had developed a more balanced economy by 1900.
"We find a South wide awake with business," wrote a visitor, "eagerly
laying lines of communication, rapidly opening mines, building fur
naces, foundries, and all sorts of shops." Still, the South could not
keep up with even more rapid growth in the North and the West.

AiTlURYO
RtAD••••

Recall

1. Identify Explain the signifi
cance of (a) Rutherford B.
Hayes, (b) Jim Crow laws,
(c) Plessy v. Ferguson,
(d) Henry Grady, (e) "New
South;' (f) James Duke.

2. Define (a) poll tax, (b) literacy
test, (c) grandfather clause,
(d) segregation.

Comprehension
3. Why did the Radical

Republicans lose their power?
4. Describe two ways in which

African Americans in the South
lost political rights.

5. How did the southern economy
change after Reconstruction?

Critical Thinking and Writing
6. Exploring the Main Idea

Review the Main Idea statement
at the beginning of this section.
Then, evaluate the ways in
which Reconstruction was both
a success and a failure.

7. Making Predictions Write a
paragraph predicting how the
Supreme Court decision in
Plessy v. Ferguson might affect
later efforts by African
Americans to achieve equality.

Iii Take It to the NET
,. Connecting to Today

Choose one of the former
Confederate states.Then,
use the Internet to find out
what the major industries
and resources of that state
are. Use this information to
create a chart. Visit The
American Nation section of
www.phschool.com for help
in completing the activity.
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CHAPTER _

18 Review and Assessment

Copythe chart below. Fill in the boxes with key events and developments

of the different stages of Reconstruction. Some boxes have been partially

filled in to help you get started.

1863-1865 (Lincoln)
• Ten PercentPlan
• Wade-Davis Bill

1865-1867 (Johnsonversus Congress)

• Johnson'sReconstructionplan•
1867-1876 (Radical Reconstruction)

•
•
•

1871-1896 (After Reconstruction)
•
•

•
fjrED
For additional
review and enrich
ment activities, see
the interactive version of The
American Nation, available on
the Web and on CD-ROM.

@ Take It to the NET
Chapter Self-Test For prac
tice test questions for Chapter 18,
visit The American Nation section
of www.phschool.com.

(Building Vocabulary)
Review the meaning of the chapter vocabulary
words listed below. Then, write a sentence for

each word in which you define the word and

describe its relation to the postwar South.

\..Reviewing Key Facts)
11. Describe Lincoln's plan for Reconstruction.

(Section 1)

12. Describe two accomplishments of the
Freedmen's Bureau. (Section 1)

13. What did the Fifteenth Amendment state?

(Section 2)

14. Why did many northerners go to the South

during Reconstruction? (Section 3)

15. What were the results of the presidential elec
tion of 1876? (Section 4)

1. freedmen

2. amnesty
3. black codes

4. scalawag

5. carpetbagger

6. sharecropper

7. poll tax

8. literacy test

9. grandfather clause

10. segregation

(CriticaiThinidiig and Writing)
16. Drawing Conclusions If Abraham Lincoln had

lived, do you think he would have supported

Radical Reconstruction? Write a paragraph

explaining your answer and giving reasons.

17. Supporting a Point of View Do you think for
mer Confederate officeholders should have

been barred from serving in Congress? Write

a position statement giving reasons for your

point of view.
18. Identifying Causes and Effects Analyze the

causes and effects of the passage of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

19. Linking Past and Present (a) What action did

the federal government take to stop violence

by groups like the Ku Klux Klan? (b) List two

ways governments and individuals work to
end hate crimes today.

N 20. Connecting to Geography: Place Analyze the

W~E effect of geographic factors on the rise of
5 the "New South:' List at least three specific

examples.
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Analyzing Primary Sources--"
" ------
In an 1876 speech, Senator Blanche K. Bruce of

Mississippi discussed the hopes that African
Americans had for the future:

.J
Examine the chart below, and answer the questions
that follow.

The Cycle of Poverty

In return, sharecroppers
promise to give farm
owner a portion of
harvest in the fall.

Farm owner provides land,
seed, fertilizer, tools, and
other supplies on credit

to sharecroppers.

Harvest is good.
Sharecroppers pay

back loan.

25. What problem is the main topic of this chart?
A Poor harvest

B Scarcity of supplies

C Sharecroppers' rising debt

o Inability to get credit
26. Suggest and evaluate one possible solution to

the problem shown on the chart.

Harvest is poor.
Sharecroppers cannot pay
back loan.They promise

farm owner a larger
portion of next harvest.

" Although many of us are uneducated
in the schools, we are informed and ad

vised as to our duties to the government,

our state, and ourselves .... With scrupu
lous respect for the rights of others, and

with the hopefulness of political youth,

we are determined that the great govern
ment that gave us liberty and rendered

its gift valuable by giving us the ballot
shall not find us wanting in a sufficient

response to any demand that humanity
or patriotism may make upon us. "

-Blanche K. Bruce, Record of the 44th Congress, 1876

21. What statement does Bruce make about the

education of African Americans at the time?

22. What does he mean by the phrase "political
youth"?

23. What actions of the federal government does

Bruce praise in this speech?
24. How would you describe the tone of this

speech? Explain.

Connecting With ...
Government and Citizenship

Creating a Poster Chooseone of the three
CivilWar amendments to the Constitution dis

cussed in this chapter. With a partner, create a

poster that expresses the key ideas of that

amendment and its importance to Americans.

Include both images and words. You may include

modern images that reflect the importance of the
amendment today.

@ Take It to the NET
Connecting to Today

Giving a Report Many of the colleges created bythe Freedmen's
Bureau are still in operation today. Usethe Internet to find out about the

nation's Historically Black Collegesand Universities (HBCUs).Reportto

the class on the location, history,and current goals of one of these

schools. For help in starting this activity, visit The American Nation

section of www.phschool.com.

Researching
Preparing a News Magazine Usethe Internet to find more informa

tion about the impeachmentof Andrew Johnson. With a group of part
ners, use this information to prepare a segment about the impeachment

for a television newsmagazine.Include interviews with major figures, as

well as graphics. For help in starting this activity, visit The American

Nation section of www.phschool.com.
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Walt Whitman

For you they call, the swaying mass, their
eager faces turning;

Here Captain! dear father!

This arm beneath your head!

It is some dream that on the deck

You've fallen cold and dead.

My Captain does not answer, his lips are pale
and still,

My father does not feel my arm, he has no
pulse nor will,

The ship is anchor'd safe and sound, its voyage
closed and done,

From fearful trip the victor ship comes in with
object won;

Exult 0 shores, and ring 0 bells!

But I with mournful tread,

Walk the deck my Captain lies,

Fallen cold and dead.

For my enemy is dead, a man divine as myself
is dead,

I look where he lies white-faced and still in
the coffin-I draw near,

Bend down and touch lightly with my lips the
white face in the coffin.

Introduction One of the best-loved of all American poets, Walt
Whitman served as a Union nurse in the Civil War.The following
poems were written in response to the end of the war and the death
of Abraham Lincoln. In the most famous, "0 Captain! My Captain!"
Whitman compares Lincoln to the captain of a ship.

Vocabulary Before you read the selections, find the meanings of
these words in a dictionary: reconciliation, carnage, incessantly,
exulting, mournful, ceaseless.

Leaves of Grass
Walt Whitman

o the bleeding drops of red,

Where on the deck my Captain lies,

Fallen cold and dead.

o Captain! My Captain! rise up and hear the
bells;

Rise up-for you the flag is flung-for you
the bugle trills,

For you bouquets and ribbon'd wreaths-for
you the shores a-crowding,

Word over all, beautiful as the sky,

Beautiful that war and all its deeds of carnage
must in time be utterly lost,

That the hands of the sisters Death and Night
incessantly softly wash again, and ever, this
soil'd world;

o Captain! My Captain! our fearful trip is
done,

Our ship has weather'd every rack, * the
prize we sought is won,

The port is near, the bells I hear, the people all
exulting,

While follow eyes the steady keel, the vessel
gri!ll and daring;
But 0 heart! heart! heart!

o CAPTAIN! My CAPTAIN!

RECONCILIATION

*rack: storm

,<~
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HUSH'n BE THE CAMPS TO-DAY
(MAy 4) 1865)
Hush'd be the camps to-day,

And soldiers let us drape our war-worn
weapons,

And each with musing soul retire to celebrate
Our dear commander's death.

No more for him life's stormy conflicts,

Nor victory, nor defeat-no more time's dark
events,

Charging like ceaseless clouds across the sky.

But sing poet in our name,

Sing of the love we bore him-because you,
dweller in camps, know it truly.

As they invault the coffin there,

Sing-as they close the doors of earth upon
him-one verse,

For the heavy hearts of soldiers.

Statue at the Lincoln Memorial

Analyzing Literature

1. In "Reconciliation;' how would you describe
the speaker's attitude toward the enemy?
A Triumphant

B Forgiving

C Vengeful
D Fearful

2. In "Gh Captain! My Captain!" the people are
rejoicing because
A Lincoln is dead

B Lincoln has issued the Emancipation
Proclamation

C the Union has been preserved

D the South has been destroyed

3. CriticalThinking and Writing Applying Information How does Whitman's depiction
of Abraham Lincoln reflect what you have learned about his role as a leader during the
Civil War? Refer to at least two lines from Whitman's poems.
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Use the map and your knowledge of social
studies to answer the following question.

3 In which of the following pairs was the first
event a cause of the second?

A Fort Sumter is fired upon; South
Carolina secedes

B California applies for statehood;
Compromise of 1850 passed

C Fighting erupts in Kansas; Kansas
Nebraska Act passed

D John Brown leads raid on Harpers
Ferry; Republican party is formed

4 What was one major effect of the
Emancipation Proclamation?

A It immediately freed slaves in the North.

B It immediately freed slaves in the South.
C It allowed African Americans to enlist in

the Union army.

D It increased support for the Union cause
in Europe.

5 With which of these statements would both
Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Douglas have
agreed?

A "The Kansas-Nebraska Act will help
save the Union."

B "The Union must be preserved."

C "The people of each state have the right
to decide whether to allow slavery."

D "The nation cannot survive half-slave,
half-free."

I:-:-:·:-:.:j Slave states that:::::::::::-remained in the Union r DDTerritories

Albers Equal-Area Projection
o 500 1,000 Miles
I I II I
o 500 1,000 Kilometers

Key

• Union

[I Confederacy

2 Which of the following was not a goal of
Radical Reconstruction?

1 Which conclusion can you draw from this
map?

A More people lived in the Union than in
the Confederacy.

B The Confederacy occupied most of the
Atlantic Coast.

C Most of the fighting in the Civil War
took place in the South.

D All slave states seceded from the Union.

End slavery

Strengthen Republican control of
Congress

A Break the power of southern planters

B Guarantee the vote to freedmen

C

D
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Use the statements below and your knowl
edge of social studies to answer the following
question.

Use the table and your knowledge of social
studies to answer the following question.

Casualties of Selected Civil War Battles
• "All persons formerly held as slaves shall have

the right to own, sell, purchase, and inherit
property."

• "No one other than white men shall be per
mitted to serve on juries, hold office,or vote in
any election."

Battle Site

Gettysburg
Antietam

Shiloh

Fredericksburg

Union
Casualties

23,053

12,410

13,047

12,653

Confederate
Casualties

28,063

10,316

10,694

5,309

6 Where would you be most likely to find both
of the above statements?

A The Wade-Davis Bill

B The Reconstruction Act

C One of the black codes

D The Supreme Court decision in Plessy v.
Ferguson

7 Which of the following individuals would
have been most likely to agree with the
Dred Scott decision?

A Harriet Beecher Stowe

B Frederick Douglass
C John C. Calhoun

D John Brown

Which of the following explained which
people were considered to be American
citizens?

AThirteenth Amendment
\ 'B Fourteenth Amendment,... C

Fifteenth Amendment

D
Gettysburg Address

Source: The Civil War, Time-Life Books

9 Which battle had the largest percentage of
Union casualties?

A Antietam

B Gettysburg
C Shiloh

D Fredericksburg

Writing Practice
10 "Slavery was the chief cause of the Civil

War."Agree or disagree with this statement.
Give reasons for your answer.

11 Describe one social, one political, and one
economic effect of the Civil War on the
South. Explain which effect you think had
the greatest imp~ct.
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